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Abstract. Side-channel techniques have well progressed over the last
few years, leading to the creation of a variety of statistical tools for extracting the secrets used in cryptographic algorithms. Such techniques
are taking advantage of the side-channel traces collected during the
executions of secret computations in the product. Noticeably, the vast
majority of side-channel attacks requires the traces have been aligned
together beforehand. This prerequisite turns out to be more and more
challenging in the practical realisation of attacks as many devices include hardware or software countermeasures to increase this difficulty.
This is typically achieved applying random jittering or random executions with fake operations. In this paper, we introduce scatter, a
new attack which has the potential to tackle most of the alignment
issues. scatter brings a new dimension to improve the efficiency of existing attacks and opens the door to a large set of potential new attack
techniques. The effectiveness of scatter has been proven on both simulated traces and real word secure products. As a result, scatter is a
new side-channel technique particularly powerful when the trace alignment represents an issue, or even when considering low-cost attacks, as
the requirements in terms of equipment and expertise are significantly
reduced.
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Introduction

Over the past few years, Side-Channel Attacks have been proven to be effective in attacking a wide range of hardware devices [17–19]. Recently their application to compromise obfuscated ciphers including whitebox cryptographic
libraries has been proven. Therefore, software based products can be subject to
these attacks [5]. When successful, the impact of side-channel attacks is severe
as it leads to the disclosure of the secret cryptographic key. In case of partial
recovery, several techniques [34] can be used to achieve the whole key recovery.
As a result, a flaw can be exploited and leads to losses. On the other hand, the
perception of the product security can be dramatically undermined. In order

to avoid any exposure on the field, right protections must be implemented and
validated by practical testing.
There are a number of side-channel attack techniques to take into consideration. Beginning with the original Simple Power Analysis (SPA) [23] and
Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [24], several other techniques have been developed over the past few years. The most famous distinguishers are CPA [6],
standing for Correlation Power Analysis and exploiting Pearson coefficient, the
MIA [20], standing for Mutual Information Analysis and exploiting the Shannon entropy and the LRA for Linear Regression Analysis [14, 37]. These attacks
can be run on a device without any preliminary knowledge about their implementation. Some other attacks (such as the Templates Attacks also named
Profiled Attacks) [7] make use of a profiling stage used to target other similar
devices through a matching phase. Finally, another testing methodology with
the T-Tests have been introduced [4, 15, 21, 22] to characterise potential leakages in an efficient manner.
In the same period several countermeasures have been regularly published
and improved in order to defeat these attack techniques. Most common ones
consist in misalign different executions with hardware and software techniques
[9, 38, 11] and/or to de-correlate the information from the traces using random
values for masking the data manipulated. In the masking case, more complex
but realistic, attacks named Higher-Order Side-Channel Analysis introduced
by Messerges [29], studied [35] and later improved [3, 27, 30, 33, 39] is still applicable when some mask values are identical at some points of interest for
the attack in the traces. Generally speaking, traces alignement remains a main
technical issue when performing first and higher order side-channel attacks in
practice.
We present in this paper a new side-channel analysis technique named scatter which has the potential to tackle most of the alignement issues including random jittering and random order execution. We consider scatter opens
doors to improvements in side-channel analyses including higher order sidechannel attacks and requires the development of innovative countermeasures
to strengthen the security of existing products. This new technique has been
proven efficient and is presented with practical experiments.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives necessary background
on side-channel analysis. We present in Section 3 the principles of our scatter
method. Section 4 presents a first validation of scatter efficiency based on simulations when practical results on physical measurements from a real hardware
device are given in Section 5. Section 6 shows a comparison with some other
window-based techniques, such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or average.
Section 7 introduces how the technique can be extended to higher order attacks. We discuss the impact of this new technique on secure products and
state-of-the art countermeasures in Section 8, and conclude in Section 9.
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Side-Channel Analysis Practical Issues

Quite remarkably, except for simple side-channel attacks using one single trace,
all attack techniques mostly rely on the assumption that the measurement or
data traces have been aligned as much as possible before applying a statistical
analysis tool. In other words, it requires the estimated variable to be located at
the same (X-axis) index along a certain number of traces - being the minimum
number of aligned traces required to exploit the leakage with the statistical test.
Without this prerequisite condition, none of the attack listed previously leads
to a success. And this condition becomes more and more an issue when the
cryptographic algorithm is executed on recent secure devices and on complex
devices such as a SoC (System on Chip) in a mobile platform, which includes
more complex mechanisms such as multi-threading.
When conducted practically, the alignment step may be time consuming
and difficult. This requires a specific expertise and may increase dramatically
the number of traces required to expose the key when not properly done. Moreover, the alignment represents a significant part of the effort for performing an
attack. Conscious of this, some interesting, but limited, work has been developed to investigate ways to automate the alignment. We can quote the elastic
alignment [40] exploiting fast Dynamic Time Warping. Some other techniques
explored the use of wavelets [13, 26, 32]. All these techniques represent good
tools, but they remain hard to apply in a generic way and sometimes they turn
out to be inefficient.
On the other hand, some other studies investigated the opportunity to work
in the frequency domain via Fourier transformations. Interesting results were
obtained on second order attacks in [3]. Indeed, Fourier transformations represent a valuable tool for tackling a misalignment as it integrates a piece of
trace in time domain into its equivalent in frequency domain. All values gathered within the window, even non-aligned, are spread over their corresponding
set of frequencies. Practically, this technique shows interesting results, but it
remains inefficient in a lot of practical cases. The downside of this technique
is mostly related to the nature of Fourier transformations. Indeed, the information is spread over the corresponding sets of frequency and can face a lack
of alignment in case of variable clocks. A second issue concerns the relationship between the window size and the information sampling in the frequency
domain. Last but not least, the notion of frequency is not all the time applicable, such as for studies of whitebox cryptography implementations, where the
side-channel traces are made of data traced from their execution in a emulated
environment [5].
Since the alignment is a strict condition for most side-channel attacks, a
large set of protections aim at making this task as difficult as possible. Excluding the inherent protocol based countermeasures (padding, session-keys) we can
categorise the side-channel countermeasures in the two following categories:
– Signals desynchronisation: it aims at avoiding as much as possible an efficient alignment between the same point of interest of the execution among
the different traces (executions). This can be achieved with hardware security features: noise generators, dummy cycles, clock jittering or power
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filtering. It can also be done using software security measures: dummy
operations, inserting fake or variable instructions amongst the real one, execute the operations in random order but constant time [9, 11, 38]. Doing
so, it makes the alignment task difficult or even impossible when the same
operation is hidden in the middle of fake but similar operations.
– Signals de-correlation: the principle is to make the leakage independent
from the sensitive data and to prevent attackers from predicting intermediate value manipulated during the known algorithm execution. Masking and
randomisation techniques are in this category. It consists of the application
to the sensitive data of a randomly chosen value, named the mask [23, 1,
8, 10, 16, 36]. We will define those methods under the term masking in the
following.
As a result, there remains a significant technical challenge of extracting a
secret key when the information is present in the traces but the alignment is
not obvious. Scatter addresses this technical problem, by removing or at least
reducing the need of alignment.
Notations. In this paper the following notations are being used:
– Ci = E(Pi , K) where E(., .) is an encryption function with plaintext Pi
and a secret key K,
– P denote the set of the n plaintext values {P0 , . . . , Pn },
– S denote the set of n side-channel traces {S0 , . . . , Sn } collected from the
measurements of E(Pi , K) on the targeted device,
– U denote the set containing all the possible ordinates values of points of S,
– #S = #P = n: the number of elements (traces) of the sets S and #P,
– Si,j the j th point of ith trace Si of the set S,
– Ti denote the set of #Ti Points of Interest in the trace Si , so the points
related to the side-channel leakage,
– Oi denote the set of #Oi Points of No-Interest in the trace Si , so the points
not related to the side-channel leakage,
– Si = Ti ∪ Oi ,
– G = {g0 , . . . , gb−1 } is the set of b = 2` possible guesses for a targeted secret
key `-bit value k of whole key K,
⇒ e.g. G = {0, . . . , 255} for an 8-bit guess and secret key k.
– g or gi is one guess value and g∗ = k is the good `-bit guess
– f (Pi , g) is the intermediate calculation targeted for the statistical analysis,
for instance the output of the SubBytes in the first round of the AES,
– w(.) is the function used to model the way the information leaks, for instance w(x) is the Hamming weight of point value x in case of a Hamming
weight based leakage,
– H is the set of possible values h = w(x) for x = f (Pi , g), for instance
H = {0, . . . , 8} for h = w(x) in the case where x are byte values.
– I(w)(Pi ,g) is the set of corresponding modelized intermediate values w o f (Pi , g)
for the guess g and trace Si (and plaintext Pi ).

3

scatter Principle

scatter lies on the exploitation of side-channel leakages using an innovative
representation of the measurements points and the way to process them. More
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particularly it integrates all measurements within a window of interest and convert the data into their distribution depicting the number of times each value
occurred. The distribution method is given in Algorithm 1. It is processed for
each trace by choosing a relevant window of interest to target the leakage. Figure 1 shows the window selection in traces and the corresponding conversion
into their respective distributions. We will denote hereafter distribution of a
trace the outcome of the distribution process for a trace.

Algorithm 1: Distribute Trace Data

1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: trace Si
Output: DT D(Si ) = DSi
begin
DSi ← {0, . . . , 0};
for j ∈ [0, . . . , #Si − 1] do
DSi [Si,j ]+ = 1;
end
end
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Fig. 1: Illustration of transformation from temporal traces portions to untemporal distributions.

Doing so, a new dimension is created. Indeed the useful information counts
the same wherever it stands in the window. Furthermore it lies together with
adjacent measurements, that are mostly independent from the estimated variable. In the following, we use the defined notation Ti for the leakage related
measurement part and not related part in a trace Si , #Ti the corresponding
number of leaking points, #Oi the corresponding number of not leaking points.
The corresponding distribution for the ith realisation can be expressed as:
DT D(Si ) = DT D(Ti ) + DT D(Oi )

(1)

For the next step of the attack, the distribution of each trace needs to be
sorted against the estimated value over all key guesses. The estimated value
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is denoted h. In this paper, h will be chosen as the hamming weight of the
targeted variable. This choice is not restrictive; other models could be applied,
such as the value itself or any subset. Moreover, it is important to mention
that scatter is built in such a way that it does not assume anything about
the linearity of the model. In other words, scatter works indifferently on either
linear or non linear leakages.
Sorting the traces requires the creation of so called accumulators. An accumulator Acc(g)(h) is a three dimension vector defined for each guess g and for
each value h ∈ H. This Acc(g)(h) is collecting trace distributions added on top
of each others for each guess g and value h on all traces of S for the #U possible points values. To discriminate the useful information, the sorting has to
be to done for each key guess g and the proper h value given by the estimated
current value w o f (Pi , g). Denoting #G the number of key guesses and #H
the number of potential values h, the attack requires therefore the allocation
of #G × #H accumulators. Taking the example of an 8-bit variable f (Pi , g)
estimated from an 8-bit key chunk (ie. byte) value k, scatter requires then the
allocation of 256 × 9 accumulators, as #G = 256 and #H = 9.
In the course of the attack, each trace, once distributed, is processed #G
times by accumulating it into the corresponding Acc(g)(h) by implementing
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Accumulate Trace Data According to Guesses

1
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Input: trace set S,intermediate values I(w)(Pi ,g)
Output: accumulator set Acc(g)(h)
begin
Acc(g)(h) ← T able[null, 1, #G][null, 1, #H][null, 1, #U ];
for i ∈ [0, . . . , #S − 1] do
DSi ← DT D(Si );
for g ∈ G do
h = w o f (Pi , g);
Acc(g)(h) + = DSi ;
end
end
end

Once the accumulation step is performed, the corresponding values shall be
normalised with the total number of point within the accumulator. Denoting
X the random variable related to the measurement, and Y the random variable
related to the estimation, the new expression leads to the probability density
function pdf (x) = P (X = x/Y ).
It is important to note that scatter is not tied with a leakage model. It targets successfully hamming weight related leakage, for both linear or non linear
model. Other models, such as the value itself or any subset can be considered
assuming to adapt accordingly the accumulators and the way the distributions
are sorted into them. For the sake of clarity, the hamming weight model is
chosen in this paper. The corresponding accumulation algorithm depicted as
6

Algorithm 3: Normalize Accumulator
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Input: accumulator Acc(g)(h)
Output: normalized accumulator pdf(g,h)
begin
sum ← 0;
pdf(g,h) ← 0, . . . , 0;
for u ∈ U do
sum+ = Acc(g)(h) [u];
end
for u ∈ U do
pdf(g,h) [u] = Acc(g)(h) [u]/sum;
end
end

Algorithm 2 can be processed as follows returning 256 × 9 accumulators:
Having done this, it is worth exploring the expected behaviour in the resulted distributions pdf(g,h) . Interestingly, different profiles should pop up depending on the correctness of the key guess. On one hand, the non informative
points within O spreads themselves in a similar way regardless the key guess.
More particularly, they are converging towards an asymptotical distribution related to the nature of the signal. On the other hand, each point belonging to T
follows a Gaussian distribution for the wrong key guess, as they have not been
sorted against their real value. This is not the case for the correct key guess,
where the set of #T points sticks to the same area with a measurement data
matching with the estimation. A simple graphical representation is depicted on
Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Pdf functions for the right and a wrong key guess

Getting this behaviour, it becomes possible to discriminate pdf(k,h) related
to the correct key from all other pdf(g,h) for a given estimation h. To achieve
this, different distinguishers may be used. For instance authors in [25] suggested
several ones to compare different distributions . In the context of this paper,
two distinguishers will be explored using classical statistical tools in the information technology area. The first one makes use of Pearson’s chi-squared (χ2 )
statistical test. This test is a good fit as it expresses how much a distribution
differs from a general distribution. The general formula is given as follows:
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X (B[u] − E[u])2
E[u]

χ2 =

u∈U

B[u] being the observed frequency of u and E[u] the expected frequency of
u. The application to scatter is pretty much straightforward, as it is providing
a way to explore how much a accumulator N ormAcc(g)(h) differs from the
expected frequency that can be expressed as the average distribution:
P
1
·
pdf(g0 ,h) [u])2
#G g0 ∈G
P
1
·
pdf(g0 ,h) [u]
#G g0 ∈G

(pdf(g,h) [u] −
χ2(g)(h) =

X
u∈U

Following this, the factors can be combined over the different values h in
order to provide a simple discriminant related to g:

scatterχ2 (g) =

Y

χ2(g)(h)

h∈H

A second distinguisher exploits the mutual information as introduced in
[20]. The difference of entropy remains an appropriate factor, in spite of the
presence of O. In the same way as the work described in this area, the difference
of entropy is given by the formula:

MI =

X

P (X) · log(P (X)) −

X

X

P (Y ) ·

Y

X

P (X/Y ) · log(P (X/Y ))

X

Which can be written in a different way expressing better the difference of
behaviour we are looking for:

MI =

X

X
X
P (Y ) · (
P (X) · log(P (X)) −
P (X/Y ) · log(P (X/Y ))

Y

X

X

Mutual Information can be simply applied to scatter as any individual value
in pdf(g,h) represents the probability P (X/Y ). P
The rest can be translated as
follows: P (Y ) = P (Y = h) and P (X) = N orm( Acc(g,h) ) for any arbitrary g
h

as this value yields the same regardless g. The resulting expression becomes:

scatterMI (g) =

X
h∈H

P (Y = h) · (

X

P (X)[u] · log(P (X)[u]) −

u∈U

X

pdf(g,h) [u] · log(pdf(g,h) [u]))

u∈U

In the following, both distinguishers are systematically kept as practical
results have shown different levels of success for one or the other.
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4

Attack Simulation

Practical validations of scatter effectiveness were first validated on simulated
traces. This study was done to analyse scatter’s resilience to an additive gaussian noise on one hand and to the level of misalignment on the other hand.
Along the testing, the question of a fair comparison with existing techniques
was raised. Indeed, the integration in time confers a new dimension not relevant
for classical techniques. This explains why the focus has been made in extending the window of interest together with the addition of a random shift in time
of the traces. By extending the size of the window of interest, this highlights
how much scatter remains efficient in spite of the addition of a larger number
of unrelated points (O). Since scatter is not influenced by the location of the
leakage point within the window of interest, the traces were shifted in time
in such a way that the leakage point always remains within the window with
the same level of probability about its location. Doing so, it provides a way to
analyse the technique robustness facing poorly-aligned traces, or when different patterns have to be integrated to tackle shuffled implementations. Different
distinguishers or techniques have been created in the side-channel area, such
as DPA, CPA, MIA, LRA. As they all assume an alignment prior to running
the attack, only the CPA is used in this paper for the sake of comparison.
scatter concerns all algorithms subject to side-channel analyses. For the
sake of consistency, all practical work described in this article focuses on the
AES algorithm. This choice was made without removing the general impact of
the new technique. Furthermore, simulation traces were generated to represent
the Hamming weight of all intermediate values during an AES 128 encryption.
The simulations for widow size is f were generated following the process:
1. Generate a secret key, the value is kept for checking the validity of the
results but is not exploited for the attack,
2. Generate a 16-byte long random plaintext,
3. Compute and save the output of one SBOX from SubBytes operation during
the first round of AES 128 computation,
4. Generate and save f − 1 random bytes,
5. Convert all values into their Hamming weight,
6. Apply a chosen Gaussian noise level to simulate non-perfect measurements,
7. Apply countermeasures such as shuffling,
8. Go back to step 2 until enough simulation traces are generated.
The Gaussian noise was added using the following formula:
Tj = α × (HW (data) + noise(σ)) + β

(2)

Oj = α × (HW (random data) + noise(σ)) + β

(3)

All points share the same α and β parameters and σ is the standard deviation
of the Gaussian noise applied with a mean set to 0.
The simulations results have been averaged over different campaigns in order to smooth down potential statistical inconsistencies. Within the window
of interest, a random shift in time between 0 and f − 1 is applied so that the
leakage point falls randomly with the same probability. As a result, the maximum number of traces with the leakage point properly aligned converges to
9

1/f . On following figures, the X-axis represents, in logarithmic scale, the size
f of the window of interest for scatter methods results (bottom scale of the
trace) and 1/f the portions of related points at each instant of the studied area
for CPA results (top scale of the trace). The Y-axis represents the number of
traces necessary to extract the key value. The Y-axis is in normal scale, except
in Figure 4 where the logarithmic scale is used. The score is defined when the
correct key value remains above all guesses for the given key byte. One can
notice that the lowest this number is, the most successful the attack.

1/f alignment factor (CPA)
10

10−1

0

10−2

10−3

#Traces (×103 )

CPA

100
(a) σ = 0

50
scatterχ2
scatterMI

0 0
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Window size f (scatter)
1/f alignment factor (CPA)

#Traces (×103 )
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3,000
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10−3

CPA

2,000
(b) σ = 3
1,000
0 0
10

scatterχ2
scatterMI
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103

Window size f (scatter)

Fig. 3: Simulation of the impact of window size parameter f onto CPA and
scatters methods under σ = 0 and σ = 3 noises

4.1

In Time Integration: Keep Information

Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the effectiveness of the techniques with different
levels of Gaussian noise (respectively σ = 0 and σ = 3). All computations were
made using both scatterχ2 and scatterMI distinguishers. Results are depicted
together with CPA computations, where the highest outcome was taken into account within the window. For both scatter techniques, all points in the window
were integrated. Remarkably, scatter’s outcomes remain solid with a growing
window size, even though it implies the integration of an increasing number of
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non informative points (O). In this configuration, scatterMI configuration stays
slightly better than scatterχ2 , but stays comparable. Unsurprisingly, CPA results decrease significantly (the number of traces needed grows faster) when
the shift in time grows. Indeed, a poor alignment quickly undermines the effectiveness of the attack.
Depending on the level of noise σ, the number of traces necessary to retrieve the key changes. However, the general outcome remains similar with
scatter techniques showing valuable results even with large windows.
For small windows, and consequently a fairly good alignment, the CPA
technique give better results. More generally speaking, this indicates that classical techniques remain relevant when the traces are well aligned. However,
the results confirm that scatter represents a real value when the condition of
alignment cannot be satisfactorily fulfilled, due to a poor quality of traces or
shuffling countermeasures.

1/f alignment factor (CPA)
10−1

0

10

10−2

10−3

#Traces

CPA

104

102
scatterχ2
scatterMI

100

101

102

103

Window size f (scatter)

Fig. 4: Y-axis log scale applied onto Figure 3a showing results as linear

Finally, Figure 4 shows the same results as Figure 3a but with logarithmic
scale on Y-axis. In that representation the results follow linear representation,
illustrating scatter methods’ resilience to window size f and shift in time. In
this model, the behaviour is highly predictable.
4.2

In Time Integration: Accumulate Information

The previous simulations took into account one single leakage point. With the
integration in time, scatter has the ability to combine different leakage points
in time and consequently cumulate nicely the information available. As a result the technique gives stronger results. The benefit of accumulating different
points of leakage is achieved, even though their measurement levels are not
identical.
To illustrate this benefit, corresponding simulation traces were generated
using the same methodology as previously. For this purpose, the traces were
forged using two set of points of equal cardinality: f /2, the sets having point
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parameters equal to (α1 , β1 ) and (α2 , β2 ) respectively. Compared to the previous analysis, the window of interest contains two leakage points and no longer
one. Figure 5 captures the corresponding results computed with a noise σ = 0.
In dashed, the outcome of the attacks using one single leakage point is depicted
and, in plain, two leakage points are present within the window of interest.
The outcome of this analysis shows a positive impact of having two leakage
points instead of one. Using either scatterχ2 or scatterMI distinguishers, the
gain is significant and reaches in this case a factor of at least 2. In other words,
the key could be extracted with at least twice less traces in the same conditions.
This result could be obviously magnified in the event of more leakages.

#Traces

400

scatterχ2
scatterMI

200

0 0
10

101

102

Window size f (scatter)

Fig. 5: Comparison results when integrating one point of leakage (dashed) vs
two points of leakage (plains)

Appendix A shows other observations for different combination of α and/or
β. They all lead to the same conclusion of a significant gain when dealing with
more leakage points.
4.3

In Time Integration: Face the Shuffling Countermeasure

Shuffling countermeasure has been shown as an efficient way to protect algorithms. This is typically implemented by randomising the execution order of
independent operations. As an example this works well when executing SBOX
operations during the SubBytes of an AES. In the same vein, any sensitive
operation can be concealed, by hiding it randomly in the middle of fake but
similar operations. Doing this makes the identification of the correct operation
difficult, or even impossible, and prevents the alignment between different execution traces.
By either integrating the whole area in the trace, or by picking up the small
pieces for each individual operation, scatter has the potential to defeat such
protection. Indeed, fake values are likely independent from the targeted value,
and consequently do not interfere negatively during the discrimination of the
right key guess. Equivalent to random noise, it can be considered that the results depicted in Figure 3 remain valid to highlight scatter performances in
case of shuffling.
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5

Practical Results

Further testing were performed on a hardware device. This was an unprotected
AES 128 implementation running on an 8-bit AVR micro-controller. Physical
measurements were performed using a low-end near-field electromagnetic probe
and a low cost acquisition hardware. The global cost of the equipment used for
this campaign turns around $1 000. The setup was chosen to represent a real
case scenario with poor quality of traces.
The choice was made to acquire traces with an external trigger and no jitter.
AES-128 encryptions were performed with a fixed key and random plain texts.
In a post processing, the aim was to downgrade the initial alignment with a
random shift in time as it was done on the simulation traces previously. As it
can be observed on Figure 6, the quality of the traces is very poor. Without any
signal processing, we did not find any way to align these traces since no pattern
was found exploitable. With a random shift in time, the model looked realistic
to represent an attack scenario with jittering and no good way to perform the
alignment.

50
0
−50
50
EM emission

0
−50
50
0
−50
50
0
−50
SBOX

−100
0

500

SubBytes (16×SBOX)

Round
1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5,000
Time

Fig. 6: Near field EM traces from a HW AES 128 execution showing that even
synchronized traces do not share identifyable patterns

Figure 6 shows the processing of one round of AES 128 encryption. The
operations are not visible but it gives an idea of the number of points involved.
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In a similar way as the previous testing, scatter’s performance is analysed with
the integration of a growing number of points. A random shift in time is applied
to spread the leakage uniformly within the window of interest. Once done, both
scatter and CPA were applied yielding to the results depicted in Figure 7. Xaxis is in a logarithmic scale and Y-axis shows the number of traces necessary
to get the good key guess staying on top of all other guesses.

1/f alignment factor (CPA)
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(a) Y limit 6 000
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(b) Y limit 200 000
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scatterχ2
scatterMI

100

101
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Window size f (scatter)

Fig. 7: Practical result similar to simulation results

These result confirm the observations made during the simulation campaign. All techniques expose the secret key. The results stay relatively in the
same range for a low level of misalignment. A significant gap appears quickly
showing a strong resilience of scatter techniques to the window size. The good
results can be explained by multiple points of leakages present in the window
of interest. In this case, both scatterχ2 or scatterMI show good results, with
slightly better outcomes for the scatterMI distinguisher.
For having a clear view of the integration in time, Figure 8 illustrates scatter
techniques evolution together with the time representation of the AES encryption. Looking at this figure, it becomes clear that scatter techniques remains
very efficient when integrating the whole SubBytes operation, including the 16
14

SBOXes. This means that any random order execution countermeasure would
have no effect, and the attack results remain the same. Furthermore, the technique is still valid albeit less efficient when integrating the whole round operation. This gives a lot of latitude for exploring the leakage area with raw window
sizes.
As a result, this practical session led to several valuable observations. First
of all, scatter showed a great benefit when handling raw traces, where alignment is not obvious. This can be exploited to characterise the leakages in an
exploration mode or even to break the implementation when a good alignment
could not be performed. Besides, it proved that scatter has the potential to
defeat several countermeasures, such as any random executions.
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Fig. 8: Practical result of a growing window integration reachin sequencially the
size of a suboperation(SBOX), algorithm step (SubBytes), a round and more

6

A comparison with window-based techniques

The comparison between scatter and preprocessing technique (such as average
or FFT) is not easy. Indeed the results can vary significantly from one device
to the other, or remain highly dependent on the model when dealing with simulation traces.
The main purpose of the following test was to define a realistic simulation
model and highlight how much the different techniques perform in that case.
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To serve this purpose a model with two sets of parameters was defined. One
stating the jitter and the related window size. And a second describing the
leakage model, including the value representation and the noise.
Different levels of jitter were chosen, more particularly 3, 10, 30 or 50 points.
The maximum jitter value is denoted J and a dedicated set of test was performed for the given value J. With J defined, sets of traces were generated
with 2 ∗ J points per traces. The right value is located at the same index J
for all traces. A random jitter was simulated by taking J points from an index
randomly chosen between [0, J]. Doing so, the model integrates a jitter J and
the information is always present once within the window of size J.
Regarding the trace profile, the intention was to remain generic and therefore to cover most of practical cases. The hamming weight of values was applied
with couples (α, β), with (α, β) defined random in time but remaining the same
from a trace to the other:
Ti,j = αj × HW(xi,j ) + βj + Random(σ)
with:
– Ti,j , the point j within the trace i
– HW(x) function returning the Hamming weight of the value x
– N (0, σ 2 ) representing a noise factor
The Gaussian noise has been chosen at σ = 1 representing a fair amount of
noise without being excessive.
Taking into account that a trace is not only made of leakage points, even
unrelated to the targeted variable, α was chosen equal to 0 for 70% of the
points, and α randomly chosen between [2, 6] for the 30% remaining points.
β was chosen randomly between [50, 200] for all points. α and β range of
values were defined with the aim to represent an information fitting an 8-bit
oscilloscope with values staying within the range [0, 255]. The realization of the
noise N (0, σ 2 ) being a real value, data in the traces were truncated to stay
within the range [0, 255].
xi,j are 8-bit values chosen randomly within [0, 255]. The point of interest
is located at the index j = J.
For this study, our choice was to compare scatter with respectively a CPA
average and the CPA FFT. For a proper comparison, it was important to keep
the same window of points for all techniques. The window remains fix in this
set of results. Applying a moving average would not help the comparison, as
the same could be applied to all techniques.
For the CPA average, all points within the window were summed together
and the CPA subsequently applied. On the other hand, a Fourier transformation was performed and the CPA applied to the resulting real value. The first
point of the FFT was excluded as the frequency 0 is equivalent to the averaged
window and therefore would give the same result as the CPA average.
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The results shown below are the outcome of 200 runs with the same parameters. These runs aim at smoothing down the statistical discrepancy. The
selected jitter levels J have been applied. When the maximum jitter level was
increased, it resulted to get a larger window and therefore required more traces
to get a strong success rate for all techniques. Doing so, the corresponding impact of the window size could be observed.
All results are captured on the following figures:

Fig. 9: comparison with jitter = 3

Fig. 10: comparison with jitter = 10

Fig. 11: comparison with jitter = 30

Fig. 12: comparison with jitter = 50

For all jitter levels, it can be observed that scatter success rate turns out
to be higher than the other techniques after a reasonable amount of traces has
been processed.
As a result, this case shows that scatter technique represents a value when
jitter and desynchronisation could not be fully removed.

7

An Introduction to Higher Order Extension

As previously said, one of the most efficient countermeasure to protect products from (first-order) side-channel attacks uses random values for masking the
operations (i.e. data manipulated) [36, 16, 12]. When properly implemented,
masking countermeasures are effective and first order leakage is no longer available. As a result, scatter in the simple form does no longer work and needs to
be extended into higher order attacks. In a same way, classical attacks had to
17

be adapted to extract the information when facing masking countermeasures.
This led to the creation of dedicated techniques whose principle is to select and
combine two (resp. n) pieces of the same trace: one targeting the value related
to the secret, and the second targeting the mask value, we then perform a
second-order (resp. nth -order) side-channel analysis [3, 27, 29, 30, 33, 35, 39]. In
these conditions, the secret can be extracted requiring a significant number of
traces compared to the first order technique.
Except the techniques using Fourier transformations, second-order attacks
practicality is significantly challenged by the alignment issue. Indeed, the alignment turns out to have a square complexity as it concernes both pieces of traces.
As a result, the number of traces necessary to succeed a second order attack
is even higher as the perfect alignment is most of the time impossible to achieve.
This is no longer the case with scatter at a higher order. Adding another
dimension will create a scatter second order that will defeat all CPA leakage
model and alignment restriction to achieve cutting-edge second order attack.
This will be subject to further work.

8

Impact on Current State-of-the-Art

With the introduction of a new attack technique, it is important to consider
the impact for secure implementations. First of all, the first order scatter technique only works for algorithm with first order vulnerabilities. However it is
possible to extend the attack, this be subject to further work. The main impact
concerns the hiding countermeasures that scatter may seriously threaten. Indeed, gathering the useful information within a window of interest may defeat
the effort of desynchronisation, and more particularly when the shift in time
remains limited, such as a clock jitter or some dummy instructions. Potentially
the cost incurred by such hardware countermeasures may be questioned if scatter technique turns out to be efficient on the device.
Furthermore, practical testing on secure devices showed that scatter remains effective with large windows. This very much depends on the signal to
noise ratio and the number of points of interest caught within the window. In
that cases, some other well-known countermeasures may be defeated. This is
the case of shuffling protections, hiding the right operation randomly within a
significant number of fake operations.
The success of the attack will vary from one device to another, but no clear
restriction seems to appear and scatter technique represents a clear threat for
hiding type of protections. Taking into account this new paradigm, the choice
of building a strong algorithmic protection looks like the right way for securing
a software- or hardware-based cryptographic implementation.

9

Conclusion

This article introduces scatter, a new side-channel technique taking benefit of
the integration in time of several data or measurements. On both simulated
18

and practical cases, the testing results have shown a high effectiveness, particularly when the set of traces has not been or could not be aligned prior to
the attack. Unlike a large number of existing attacks, the scatter technique
is still able to extract the secret key, even when the traces are non-aligned.
As a result, the technical difficulties related to practical side-channel realisations are significantly lowered. This provides new opportunities of attack when
alignment is not possible properly due to the nature of the traces. On the other
hand, it makes the attacks cheaper in terms of equipment cost and expertise
level. As a result, it is very likely that scatter will make practical realisations
of side-channels more affordable.
The technique is generic and consequently concerns all algorithms, both
symmetrical and asymmetrical. Furthermore, it opens up new exploitation opportunities, particularly when combining different pieces of information available during a sensitive algorithm execution. Extensions to higher order attacks
are powerful and were briefly introduced in this article. Representing a new
step in side-channels and bringing a complement to existing techniques, scatter questions the relevance of many countermeasures, more particularly those
aiming at making the alignment difficult or impossible.
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A

Low Influence of α and β Variations onto scatter
Method

Figure 13 represent a comparison between Figure 3a results (repelled in dashed
lines) where only one leakage point with parameter (α,β) value was used, and
the results obtained with two leakage points with variations onto α, β, both or
neither respectively on Figures 13a, 13b, 13c, 13d. Those results show that the
modification of parameters have a reduced impact onto attack effectiveness.
The improvement brought by a second leakage point with same parameters
(Figure 13d) is lowered but stay strong when parameters are modified.
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Fig. 13: Comparision one point leakage (dashed) vs two point leakages (plains),
with variations of α and β coefficients.
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